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1. Introduction 
1.1 This is one of seven topic papers that have informed the TAYplan Proposed Strategic 
Development Plan. The topic papers consider National policy; the representations made to 
the Main Issues Report, recent research and approaches elsewhere to make 
recommendations about how the Proposed Strategic Development Plan should proceed. 
This topic paper considers the role of town centres. 
 
2. National Policy 
2.1 The Scottish Economic Strategy (2007) and National Planning Framework 2 (2009) 
both recognise that Scotland's cities are key drivers of the economy as centres of growth 
and prosperity. Both suggest that cities and other settlements should continue to be the 
focus for a mix of uses; including retail, leisure, entertainment, recreation, cultural and 
community facilities. Development Plans are recommended to identify a network of centres, 
and explain the role of each centre in the network. This may take the form of a hierarchy. 
This provides a context for the assessment of new development proposals. Scottish 
Planning Policy sets out a sequential approach to manage this which prioritises development 
within town centres ahead of elsewhere. Development plans should indicate whether retail 
development may be appropriate outwith existing centres and identify appropriate locations. 
A Retail Impact Assessment (RIA) should be undertaken where a retail development over 
2,500 square metres gross floorspace outwith a defined town centre is proposed which is not 
in accordance with the development plan. 
 
3. TAYplan Main Issues Report 
3.1 The Main Issues Report proposed a retail hierarchy which identifies Dundee City 
Centre as a regional centre and Perth City Centre as a sub regional centre, followed by 
Larger Town Centres and Other Service Centres. It asked whether the retail hierarchy is the 
right one to deliver Scottish Government objectives to concentrate comparison goods retail 
in town centres and protect town centre vitality and viability. 
 
40% agree Most agreed with the hierarchy and that town centres were the most appropriate 

locations for comparison goods retail. Some suggested that the proposed plan should 
also mention the commercial/district centres within Dundee City and these should be 
included within the retail hierarchy. Some responses suggest that a certain degree of 
flexibility should be given to the local authorities when developing their local 
development plans especially in relation to the sequential approach as many towns (e.g. 
Perth) have edge or out of centre sites that would be more appropriate for retail 
development. Some suggested that the term “Other Service Centres” in the Retail 
Hierarchy be renamed “Smaller Town Centres” as they are town centres in their own 
right, albeit smaller. 

12% 
disagree 

Criticism of the retail hierarchy included that it is too simplistic and fails to understand 
the dynamics of shopping patterns. These suggested that the strategic development 
plan should recognise that a wide range of shopping locations are required for 
comparison goods as well as other types of shopping and it should plan for retail 
provision in all service centres both in town centres and in out-of-centre locations. 

48% No opinion 
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4. Current Research 
4.1 All four TAYplan local authorities undertook retail studies between 2002 and 2006. 
Subsequently TAYplan commissioned a study to look at comparison retail in 2009. Other 
work which has come to light is set out below. 
 
Scottish Town Centres: Still the Life and Soul? by GVA Grimley (June 2009)  
 This predicts that expenditure growth for convenience and comparison goods will decline 

in 2010. But Scotland’s town and city centres, especially the retail sector, have a critical 
role in the success of the overall economy. 

 Dundee rental levels are marginally behind Livingston, Stirling and Inverness in terms of 
rental value per square metre. Perth is behind Ayr, Greenock, Irvine and Falkirk.  

 Both Dundee (4 to 5th) and Perth (7th to 9th) fell in their retail rankings (2005-09). 
 For all types of retail floor space only a small proportion is under construction. In the 

comparison and unrestricted sectors the majority of floor space has planning permission. 
For convenience (foodstore) floor space the majority of space is pending determination. 

 Aberdeen and Dundee cities have more city centre floor space in the pipeline, whilst 
Edinburgh and Glasgow have a predominance of non-city centre floorspace. 

 Factors such as reduced expenditure growth rates, internet shopping and competition 
from out of centre floorspace, are making the economics of delivering successful town 
centre floorspace is becoming increasingly challenging. The challenge that the retail 
industry faces is therefore to maximise the chances of delivering these complicated sites. 

 Against some downward trends there are some positive glimmers, with Scottish based or 
Scotland active retailers enjoying growth.  There are good signs from the convenience 
sector, particularly discount operators, and the garden centre sector is popular with 
shoppers. General discount chains also continue to seek space as do some other town 
centre uses such as hotels, academic sector uses and some civic / community 
requirements. 

 There is also some government funding for town centre improvement from the Scottish 
Government’s new Town Centre Regeneration Fund. £60 million has been made 
available in 2009-10 to support community and business leaders to regenerate and grow 
Scotland’s town centres. £6.57 million of funding has been granted 6 town centre 
initiatives within the TAYplan area.  

http://www.gvagrimley.co.uk/Documents/research/ScotlandTownCentresJune2009.pdf 
 
Retail led regeneration and the impact of retail on the regeneration of town 
centres and local high streets: (Scottish Government / Scottish Institute of 
Retail Studies - 2009) 
 A healthy, vibrant town centre is dependent on the context, as well as the operation, of 

the various constituent components of the town centre. Key dimensions of a healthy 
town centre include being places with identity and legibility, places which are well 
connected, convivial and where retailing is conspicuous, compatibility of functions within 
the place, being competitive and having a coordinated strategy. Within that the key 
dimensions of a healthy retail sector include good retail mix, choice, diversity, anchor 
stores and preferred shopper formats and fascias, low vacancy rates, low turnover, good 
physical fabric, competitiveness and capacity for change. 

 Achieving a healthy high street and town centre has also been addressed by a number 
of other policy initiatives. These have varied from the introduction of town centre 
management and BIDS, but also include various other smaller scale initiatives and 
partnerships at a local level. The degree of engagement at the local level also varies 
significantly. 

 The variability in town centres and high streets and in their contexts and situations 
means that policies and approaches to town centres and high streets come in a variety 
of forms. Town centres are at the heart of policy, but an understanding of the impact of 
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the approaches and policies is difficult as the base line understanding of the situation of 
town centres and high streets is somewhat underdeveloped. This means that it is difficult 
to compare the trajectory of high streets and town centres over time and on a 
comparable basis. 

 In terms of retail-led regeneration, there can be disputes over what may be seen as 
conflicting policy. Many regeneration proposals have to “work” around the local situation 
to identify what will be allowed. Partnerships at various levels appear to be fundamental 
to achieving successful outcomes.  

http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Resource/Doc/256980/0076301.pdf 
 

5. What the Strategic Development Plan could do 
5.1 The Strategic Development Plan could set out the retail hierarchy as suggested in 
the Main Issues Report to reflect the different scales and significance of different town 
centres. This would form the context for other decisions as advised by the Scottish Planning 
Policy. However, this could go further by allowing local authorities to define other centres, 
which have an important role in the provision of services. These could be commercial 
centres for leisure and bulky goods or smaller local centres which often provide small scale 
comparison and convenience retail. The region’s larger settlements like Dundee, Perth and 
Arbroath tend to contain several centres like this. These other centres could sit beneath the 
hierarchy of town centres in order that town centres are prioritised. This would recognise that 
some commercial centres serve wide markets for food, commercial leisure and bulky good 
but some also act as local centres for people in their immediate vicinity. 
 
5.2 The Strategic Development Plan could set out a sequential approach to support the 
effective operation of the retail hierarchy. However, this has already been set out in Scottish 
Planning Policy and so there would be no value in repeating it. The key issue from a 
strategic perspective is to ensure that using the sequential approach properly enforces and 
delivers the objectives of the hierarchy. Defining other centres, as set out in paragraph 5.1 
above could contribute to this. 
 
5.3 The Strategic Development Plan could require a Retail Impact Assessment (RIA) to 
be undertaken where a retail development over 2,500 square metres gross floorspace 
outwith a defined town centre is proposed and is not in accordance with the development 
plan. However, this requirement is already established by Scottish Planning Policy and so 
there would be little value in repeating it. Scottish Planning Policy does, though, allow for 
smaller thresholds to be applied by development plans. However, no such approach has 
been tested through the Main Issues Report and it would be difficult to define a specific 
threshold which should apply instead and where it would apply without further work. This 
may be better defined through the Main Issues Reports for Local Development Plans.  
 
5.4 The Strategic Development Plan could be expected to set retail floor space targets at 
settlement or local authority level as some plans have done in the past. There is no 
requirement for a Strategic Development Plan to do this and no research has been produced 
from which to derive such targets. Better quality places with stronger and more resilient town 
centres are about the quality and mix of the offer, the quality of the local environment and 
the location of competing retail development. Quantity targets will not, in themselves, 
contribute to delivering this. Different scales of development will also have different impacts 
in different places. Therefore the role of the retail impact assessment, the retail hierarchy 
and the sequential approach are more likely to provide a flexible but certain basis upon 
which to protect and enhance the vitality and viability of town centres for retail and other 
appropriate land uses.  
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6. Approaches to this 
 
Present TAYplan Area Practice 
6.1 All three structure plans recognise the importance of town centres as key drivers of 
both the economy and of regeneration. All recognise that town centres should be the first 
choice for such developments, followed by edge of centre sites and, only after this, out of 
centre sites which are currently or potentially accessible by different means of transport. 
They respectively prioritise Dundee City Centre, Perth City Centre and maintaining the role 
of other centres and improving their vitality and viability. 
 
Approaches elsewhere 
 
SESplan Main Issues Report 2010  
6.2 The preferred approach is to maintain the vitality and viability of Edinburgh city as the 
regional centre offering a wide range of higher order retailing. Retail development will be 
supported in Livingston, Kirkcaldy, Dunfermline, Glenrothes and Galashiels as they all 
perform a strategic function. Development will also be promoted in existing commercial 
centres, ensuring they do not undermine the roles of the city centre or strategic town centres 
or attempts to regenerate any town centres. This will be determined by Local Development 
Plan. Support for other town and local centres will also be promoted in the Growth Corridor 
strategies with specific policies and land allocations being set out in emerging Local 
Development Plans. It is not yet clear what form this will take in the Proposed Plan. 
 
Aberdeen and Aberdeenshire Structure Plan 2009 
6.3 It recognises the important role that retail provision has for the economic growth of 
the area and promotes further retail development to help ensure the vitality and viability of 
town centres is maintained and enhanced. It advocates the use of the sequential approach 
when new sites for retail development are identified within the development plan. A target is 
that Aberdeen breaks into the UK top 25 retail areas (currently ranked 28th in 2009 CACI 
Retail Rankings). To achieve this target Local Development Plans should ensure new land is 
allocated for retail use specifically or as part of a mixed use area.  
 
Glasgow and Clyde Valley Structure Plan 2006 
6.4 Glasgow City Centre provides an economic and social focus for the whole Structure 
Plan area and is a growth centre of importance to the Scottish economy. The plan identifies 
10 town centres (including Glasgow) as renewal priorities and a further 55 centres to be 
safeguarded. It to maintain and improve the town centres as the preferred locations for 
focusing the social and economic potential of new retailing.  
 
6.5 It prioritises the location of major travel generating uses like retail to easily accessible 
locations with choice of transport modes, particularly public transport. particularly important 
that developments which are major generators of travel, such as large retail should therefore 
be easily accessible by a choice of means of transport, including regular and frequent public 
transport services. 
 
The North East of England Plan Regional Spatial Strategy to 2021 
6.6 The RSS promotes the vitality and viability of town centres by defining in policy 
regional and sub-regional centres. The focus for future retail development in other towns 
within the region is also their centres and they should be consistent with the scale and 
function of the settlement. It also directs retail and other town centre uses which generate a 
large number of trips to town centres. It restricts outright the further expansion of 
Metrocentre in order to protect the vitality and viability of the existing town/city centres. 
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7. Recommendation for the Strategic Development Plan 
7.1 This section recommends how the Proposed Plan could proceed; after considering 
approaches taken in the TAYplan area and elsewhere; responses to the Main Issues Report 
and recent research. It answers the questions originally posed by the Main Issues Report: 
 The Strategic Development Plan should incorporate the retail hierarchy from the main 

issues report as the basis of comparison retail planning to support the vitality and viability 
of the region’s town centres. It should also clarify the roles of other centres. 

 
A. Structure 
7.2 Following from the vision the Strategic Development Plan should set out a series of 
policies which direct development to appropriate locations and shape better quality places 
through all types of development from the outset. Comparison retail is one of numerous town 
centre uses which support the vitality and viability of town centres. The Plan should include a 
policy which considers the location of town centre development, which translates the location 
priorities recommended in the Spatial Strategy topic paper. 
 
Key policy areas for the Proposed Plan covered in this Topic Paper 
 

Vision and Objectives  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
B. Content 

Housing  

Town Centres 

Location Priorities 

Shaping Better Quality Places 

Managing TAYplan’s Assets Energy and Waste/Resource Management Infrastructure  

Strategic Development Areas Delivering the Strategic Development Plan 

Monitoring 

7.3 Retail is one of the most dominant and visible symbols of our region’s town centres. 
The Strategic Development Plan should focus comparison retail in the town centres 
specified in the retail hierarchy below with the largest scale of activity in the largest town 
centres, to protect and enhance their vitality and viability. These town centres should be 
those identified in the Main Issues Report. It should continue to place Dundee City Centre as 
the regional centre, Perth City Centre as a sub regional centre and their status within the 
hierarchy of town centres.  
 
Retail hierarchy of TAYplan town centres 
 
Regional Centre Dundee City Centre 
Sub-regional Centre Perth City Centre 
Larger Town Centres Arbroath Cupar Forfar  Montrose St Andrews 
Smaller  
Town Centres 

Aberfeldy 
Alyth 
Anstruther 

Auchterarder 
Blairgowrie 
Brechin 

Carnoustie 
Coupar Angus 
Crieff 

Kirriemuir 
Kinross 
Monifieth 

Newburgh 
Pitlochry 

 
7.4 Those centres described in the Main Issues Report as “Other Service Centres” 
should be renamed as “Smaller Town Centres” as they are in fact town centres, just smaller 
in scale.  
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7.5 It should be for Local Development Plan to identify the specific boundaries for each 
town centre identified in the hierarchy. Local Development Plans should be able to identify 
the newly defined ‘other service centres’, as referred to in Scottish Planning Policy. These 
should be locations that serve as ‘commercial centres’ for leisure, bulky goods and other 
retail; and/or ‘local centres’ for convenience and comparison retail. They should sit beneath 
the regional hierarchy. This will allow local authorities to consider the role of existing 
shopping centres for bulky goods, commercial leisure and convenience and smaller local 
centres for comparison and convenience retail within larger, multi-centre settlements for 
instance Dundee, Perth and Arbroath. The Plan should require planning decisions to be 
made as a combined result of this hierarchy, the sequential approach set out in Scottish 
Planning Policy and the use of retail impact assessments and/or other assessments where 
appropriate. 
 


